
Lab Solves the Most Difficult
Problems Quickly
National Semiconductor’s premier failure analysis

lab relies on FEI’s Quanta™ SEM for quick sample 
inspection and characterization
National Semiconductor Corp. is a true pioneer in semiconductor design and 

manufacturing. Founded in 1959, National creates analog-intensive solutions that provide 

energy efficiency, precision, portability, better audio, and sharper images in electronics 

systems.

To keep its design and product development running smoothly, the company relies on 

its Analytical Services (AS) lab in Santa Clara CA. The Santa Clara lab is chartered as the 

focal point for the most difficult, non-routine debug analysis. With the help of the FEI’s 

Quanta™ low vacuum SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope), the National lab must:

•  Support National’s worldwide design and manufacturing operations

•  Quickly resolve failure analysis, process development, and new product 

 development requests

•  Investigate anything from bare wafers to fully-packaged devices

The Challenge

As one of the front-line managers in National’s Santa Clara AS Lab responsible for 

resolving analysis requests that come from any of National’s design centers, product 

lines, and foundries, Zachary Gemmill’s job is anything but routine. On a weekly 

basis, he receives requests from around the world covering a wide variety of test and 

characterization challenges. “We see everything here. We do almost everything that’s 

not routine,” says Gemmill. National’s Santa Clara lab needed a tool as versatile as their 

requests. When choosing lab equipment, several requirements were key to selection—the 

need for a tool that can serve multiple purposes, requires minimal operator training, and 

has the ability to obtain results from devices without sputter-coating them. Sputter 

coating is used to cover a specimen with a very thin layer of heavy metal to increase 

its ability to conduct electricity. The technique increases contrast but alters the device 
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“Having the low 
vacuum SEM saves us 
time. It’s easy to get 
data quickly.”

— Zachary Gemmill
 FA Manager, Santa Clara Lab
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characteristics, a result Gemmill 

wanted to avoid.

Why FEI

National	chose	the	FEI	Quanta	200	

system as a tool to “meet all the 

needs,”	says	Gemmill.	“Having	

the Quanta SEM saves us time. We 

needed a variable pressure SEM 

to support package development 

and look at devices we don’t want 

to sputter-coat. We can also fit 

larger samples in the Quanta than 

we can in our field emission SEMs. 

It’s a very versatile system,” says 

Gemmill. Another factor was ease of use. National had vendors 

demonstrate several types of microscopes. It was clear that the 

Quanta software made the operator’s job much easier. “It was 

not as operator-intensive as the other systems,” says Gemmill. 

“We were able to get a good quality image with minimal 

manipulation.”

The Solution

The	Quanta	200	system	offers	unique	capabilities.	Its	low-

vacuum characterization capabilities suppress charge build-up 

on non-conductive materials. Low vacuum characterization 

was another important factor in selecting the Quanta for 

National’s lab.

Before acquiring the Quanta, samples were sputter-coated, 

resulting in poor quality images. To combat the problem, 

the lab uses the Quanta’s low vacuum mode to eliminate 

undesirable charging effects. They also use the Quanta’s 

backscatter capability to give a good elemental contrast for 

comparing differences in material types and to differentiate 

those materials during failure analysis in the SEM.

“If you are looking at particles shorting two bond wires, 

or some residue on a specimen, then you can switch to 

backscatter mode and see whether it is conductive or not. With 

the high contrast, you can infer that it’s a highly conductive 

material that could be causing a problem. It’s one more way 

to give our customers a data point in failure analysis. It all 

happens 

quickly, 

too—it is 

quick time-

to-data,” 

explained 

Gemmill. 

“We have 

since added 

a third-party 

nano-probe 

system to 

the FEI,” 

Gemmill 

continued. 

“The large specimen chamber on the FEI, as well as its ease of 

use, allows us to quickly nano-probe between bare die and 

packaged devices. This allows us to perform several analysis 

jobs quickly throughout the day.” 

The Result

The Quanta system’s ease of use, versatility and superior 

backscatter also saves hundreds of operator hours. Those 

resources are now redirected to resolve critical problems. “It 

saves the company money,” states Gemmill simply.
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Fig.	2:	Bondwire	magnified	2606	times	from	the	FEI	Quanta	
SEM

Fig.	3:	Bonds	back-scattered	particle	magnified	1209	times	
from the FEI Quanta SEM


